


CHAPTER 1
The Sentence - Kinds and Parts

A 1. Subject - My uncle
  Predicate - is coming from Delhi next week
 2. Subject - football
  Predicate - is played in every country in the world
 3. Subject - Raj
  Predicate - always brings his dictionary to the class
 4. Subject - A student and a bus driver 
  Predicate - were injured in the accident
 5. Subject - My friend and I
  Predicate - play cricket in the park everyday
 6. Subject  - my mother
  Predicate - waiting by the school gate in the rain
 7. Subject - A glacier
  Predicate - is a river of ice moving slowly down a mountain
 8. Subject - Ritika 
  Predicate - went to bed after drinking a glass of milk
B 1. Imperative sentence   2. Exclamatory sentence
 3. Declarative sentence  4. Assertive sentence 
 5. Imperative sentence  6. Assertive sentence 
 7. Imperative sentence   8. Interrogative sentence 
 9. Exclamatory sentence  10. Assertive sentence 
C 1. (b) Interrogative   2. (c) Imperative 
 3. (a) Declarative    
D 1. will you? 2. did he? 3. isn't he? 4. aren't I ?
 5. shall we? 6. will he ? 7. didn't he? 8. didn't he?

CHAPTER 2
Punctuation and Capital Letters

A 1. Jack ran towards me; fell, yelled and fainted. 
 2. She was young, beautiful, kind and intelligent.
 3. He said, "Hello, my name is Rahul''.
 4. No, she isn't like other girls.
 5. We haven't met, have we?

6. Nisha, who is the head girl of our school, lives next door to my 
house.

7. The fruit basket contains oranges, bananas, apples and mangoes.
B 1. My favourite chocolate is Dairy milk and you can get it at M.K. 

store.   

CLASS - VII
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2. Mr. and Mrs. Sharma told the boy to deliver Hindustan Times to 
their house every day.

3. What day is it today? It's Monday. 
4. Last year, we went to Shimla for our holidays. It was very 

pleasant weather there. 
5. Diwali is sometimes in October, but this year it is in November.

C 1. We decided to visit Spain, Germany,Portugal and Italy's 
mountain.

2. Goa is a beautiful place. The beaches are clean, sandy and big.
3. What a good idea!
4. There are many places to visit in Delhi. Red Fort, Jantar Mantar, 

Qutub Minar and Old Fort.
5. Yes, I can meet you tomorrow, if the weather is fine.
6. She had a banana, an apple, a sandwich and a cup of coffee for 

breakfast.
7. What are you doing next weekend?
8. The boy's father sat in a corner.

CHAPTER 3

Nouns–Types

A i1. ntelligence - Uncountable noun
2. ugar - Uncountable nouns
3. estaurants, city - Countable nounr
4. disease - Countable noun
5. friends- ountable nounC
 photographs - Countable noun 
 zoo - Countable noun
6. oney - ountable nounm C
7. ook, able - Countable nounb t
8. andles, cake - Countable nounc
9. ater - Uncountable nounw
 jug - Countable noun
10. trip - Uncountable noun

B 1. scarcity 2. silence 3. decision 4. replacement
 5. description  6. appointment 7. madness
C 1. concrete 2. abstract  3. concrete 4. abstract 
 5. abstract  6. concrete 7. concrete 8. abstract

CHAPTER 4
Pronouns- Types

A 1. yourself 2. herself 3. themselves 4. himself
 5. herself



B 1. it   2. you  3. us  4. them
 5. her  6. her
C 1. You get what you deserve.
 2. You should learn to give away what you do not need.
 3. I talked to the girl whose car had broken down.
 4. Mr. Bhandari, who is a taxi driver, lives on the corner. 

5. The children, who shouted in the street, are not from our school.
6. The letter which he sent never reached me.

D 1. Either 2. either  3. each  4. Each 
 e5. ach 6. Either 7. Each  

CHAPTER 5
Adjectives - Types and Comparison

A 1. her - Possessive adjective 
 2. German - Proper adjective 
 3. Every - Adjective of number
 m4. uch - Adjective of number
 m5. y - Possessive adjective 
B 1. (b) more talkative  2. (a) exciting 
 3. (c) hardest     4. (c) simple
C 1. little 2. few  3. few  4. few
 5. little
D 1. daily  2. poisonous  3. rhythmic  4. successful
 5. childish 
E 1. much  2. many  3. many  4. much 
 5. many 

CHAPTER 6
Verbs - Types

A I T1. (a) ncomplete   2. (b) ransitive 
 3. (c) Incomplete   4. (c) Intransitive 
 5. (c) Transitive 
B 1. been 2. feed  3. fall  4. went
 5. was  6. bleeded
C 1. repaired 2. loves  3. been  
 4. completes 5. drives

CHAPTER 7

Verbs Expressing the Present–

A 1. finishes  2. departs 3. are  4. arrives 
 5. take  6. goes  7. is   8. start
B 1. (a) is having    2. (a) migrate 



 3. (a) falls 4. (a) live 5. (a) is helping 
 6. (a) speaks
C 1. Mary doesn't have an expensive car.
 2. These diamonds do not cost a lot of money.
 3. Some insects do not carry serious diseases.
 4. I don't like eggs.
 5. We don't get wool from sheep.

CHAPTER 8
Verbs – Expressing the Past

A w1. ere they doing   2. walked, was working 
 3. was taking, rung   4. went, had, met
 5. were you doing, called 
B 1. (b) had been watching  2. (a) grew
 3. (c) came 
C 1. I have been living in Kanpur, since last year. 
 2. He has been playing cricket for two hours. 
 3. It has been raining for three days. 
 4. Since 2006, she has been working in this office. 

CHAPTER 9
Verbs – Expressing the Future

A 1. are going to be    2. are going to 
 3. is going to apply  4. are going to buy 
 5. going to faint 
B  is going to 1. (a) will go     2. (b) play 
  pass3. (a) will be     4. (a) is going to  
 5. (b) is going to meet
C 1. will be cooking    2. will be taking 
 3. will be waiting    4. will be watching 
 5. will be studying 
D ,1. Next year  I will have been working here for four year. 

2. It will have been raining for two days. 
3. He will have been playing hockey for four hours. 
4. They will have been watching television for two hours. 
5. I will have been waiting here for three hours. 
6. By 2015, I will have been living in London for fifteen years. 

E 1. will be  2. will meet 3. will marry 
 4. will get 5. will buy  6. will envy 

CHAPTER 10

Verbs – Non inite Forms–F



A 1. cook  2. to go   3. to win   4. to do 
 5. keep  6. to leave 7. open 
B G G P1. (a) erund  2. (a) erund  3. (a) Present articiple 
 P4. (a) Gerund 5. (a) Present articiple 
C 1. The girl sitting in the corner is pretty and unknown.
 2. Not knowing what to do, I called the police. 
 3. The lady dancing beautifully is unknown. 
 4. Due to loosing much blood she became unconscious.
 5. He was sitting on a table covered with papers. 

CHAPTER 11
Adverbs – Its Kinds

A 1. (c) how much    2. (c) Ten 
 3. Both (a) and (b)   4. (c) Adverb 
B 1. correctly  2. horribly  3. happily 
 4. carefully 5. slowly  6. nicely 
C 1. fluently – Adverb of Manner 
 D2. extremely – Adverb of egree
 T3. now – Adverb of ime 
 4. hot – Adverb of Manner
 5. hardly – Adverb of Degree

CHAPTER 12
Prepositions – Its Kinds

A 1. for   2. On  3. after  4. on
 5. at
B 1. in  2. in front of  3. behind   4. on
 5. to 
C 1. in – preposition of time 2. in – preposition of time
 3. in – preposition of time 4. since – Preposition of time
 5. on – Preposition of place

CHAPTER 13
Conjunctions – Its indsK

A 1. (b) if     2. (b) although 
 3. (a) so that     4. (a) where 
B C1. Either, or – oordinating  2. Though – Subordinating 
 C3. Because – Subordinating  4. but – oordinating 
 5. Unless – Subordinating  6. or – Coordinating 
C 1. Inspite of having a stomach ache, I enjoyed the burger. 
 2. As we were late we missed our coaching class. 



 3. Although it was cold, we went for fishing. 
 4. If they don't hurry up otherwise they will miss the train. 
 5. The meeting had to be postponed because of director's illness. 

CHAPTER 14
Modals

A W1. (a) would  2. (c) have to  3. (d) ould 
 C4. (d) could  5. (b) ould 
B 2. He must be over fifty. 
 3. He can pass his final exams easily.
 4. You didn't need to pay the bill. 
 5. She could sing when she was two.
 6. We shall go on a trip next month. 
C 1. shall 2. can  3. could  4. must
 5. should 6. could  7. ought to  8. could
 9. would 10.  can   11. ought to  12. ought to 
 13. May  14.  should 15. should 

CHAPTER 15
Active and Passive Voice

A 1. had stolen, was stolen  2. know, is known 
 3. had sung, had been sung
B 1. Active  2. Active 3. Passive  4. Active
 5. Passive  6. Passive 
C 1. Your  homework should be finished at once. 
 2. Paper should be thrown. 
 3. Old man should be helped. 
 .4. It should not be touched  
 5. A glass of milk should be bought to me. 
 6. The boy should not be beaten. 
D .1. A letter was not written by Smriti
 2. Anybody has not been cheated by Sailesh.
 3. A mail has not been received by me.
 4. The lame beggar is not being laughed at by the children. 
 5. The wait for the cab is not done by me. 

CHAPTER 16
Direct and Indirect Speech

A 1. Raman told that he had brought a pen the last day. 
 2. Rohan said that he eats mango everyday.
 3. Jenny told that he was going to the church.
 4. Deepak told that he had completed his assignment. 



 5. Dhiraj told that he shall go to Canada the coming month. 
B 1. She asked me whether I was going with them to the concert. 
 2. I asked the stranger that who was he. 
 3. Smriti asked me that weren't I feeling well.

4. Ridhima asked Ritika that was she present in the class day before 
the previous day. 

5. The policeman asked the foreigner if he needed help.
C 1. The teacher said to Sumit, "Have you completed your work?"
 2. Gaurav said, "I dislike giving alms to the poor."
 3. She said to me, "Have you any answer for this?''
 4. Nihar said, "I applaud the board result of my sister."
 5. Amita said, "I have not done well in the examination."
 6. Priyanka said to Swati, "I may go to London next month.''
 7. The peon said, "I have ring the bell on time."

CHAPTER 17
Articles – Its Uses

A t T 1. (b) The  2. (a) he 3. (c) a  4. (c) he
B 1. A  2. a  3. an, a  4. an
 5. an
C 1. an   2. the   3. an   4. The, the 
D 1. Ajay is a student.  
 2. The trees take in carbon dioxide. 
 3. This is an egg which I want to eat.
 4. The players play cricket.

CHAPTER 18
Phrases – Its Kinds

A A A 1. (a) dverb 2. (b) djective  3.  (b) Noun 
 A N4. (c) dverb 5. (a) oun
B f1. orm Jorhat  2. in need 3. a low voice 
 4. with white skin   5. without any inhabitants 
 6. glass full of juice   7. is worth two 
 8. with blue eyes   9. of great prominence 
 10. nice yellow shirt 
C 1. by that time     2. in that place 
 3. few days back    4. in a good manner 
 5. without care    6. at every place 
 7. for from here    8. to a foreign land 

CHAPTER 19
Clause – Its Types

A N 1. (c) oun 2. (b) Adverb  3. (b) Adjective
 4. (b) Adjective 



B w1. hen there was no television
 w2. ho won the first prize is my sister 
 3. that I proposed was accepted
 w4. hose names are on the list will go on the trip 
 w5. hich we travelled was dark and gloomy
C 1. He is confident that he will win the match.
 2. Nobody knows what is the reason of his failure. 
 3. I hope that I will be there on time. 
 4. I predict that the weather will change. 

CHAPTER 20
Sentence  – Simple, Compound Complexs  and 

A C C 1. (c) ompound    2. (b) omplex
 C3. (c) ompound 
B 1. so  2. and  3. and  4. or
C 1. The museum was very interesting
 h2. e was still very sad
 3. I chose not to go to the celebration 
 s4. he believed in ghosts    
D 1. Co  2. Co  3. Cx  4. S
 5. Cx

CHAPTER 21
Transformation of Sentences

A 1. I wish that I was a fairy.
 2. It is a glorious weather. 
 3. It is an amazing victory.
 4. Mother Teresa was a very nobel lady. 
 5. The get together was very delightful.
 6. This is a very pleasant surprise.
B 1. We need a house so that we can live in it. 
 2. Sunita's brother is the boy who is sitting next to her. 
 3. His uncle's house was bought by him.
 4. I was the first who has reached the station. 
 5. He liked the job that he did before. 
C 1. The old man was sitting and crying in a corner. 
 2. As he was innocent, he never thought of running away. 
 3. Although he was sick, he attended the seminar.  
 4. He was lazy so he failed.
 5. Not only she is beautiful but also intelligent. 
D 1. What a horribe sight!
 2. How beautiful lotus flower is!



 3. What a lovely place!
 4. What an exciting festival!

CHAPTER 22
Power of Words

A 1. (c) bill 2. (c) need 3. (a) remove
 4. (b) dumb 5. (a) awful 
B 1. No  2. No  3. Yes  4. No
 5. No  6. Yes   7. No  8. Yes
C 1. intentional – accidental  2. danger – security 
 3. forbid - allow    4. angel – devil
 5. apart – together 
D 1. brake  2. die  3. write  4. loose
 5. bored 

CHAPTER 23
Words followed by Appropriate Preposition

A 1. (a) at  2. (d) for  3. (a) on   4. (c) in 
 5. (b) of 
B 1. across  2. with   3. for   4. in 
 5. from 6. of   7. at  8. to
C 1. His parents are proud of him.
 2. I disagree with you on this matter.
 3. I was ignorant of the fact.
 4. Good children are respectful to all.
 5. I do not care for her opinion.
 6. We always complied to the rules in the school.

CHAPTER 24
Idiomatic Expressions

A 1. (a) a major share  2. (a) sick  
 3. (c) go to sleep    4. (a) enjoy 
 5. (c) agree    6. (a) try
 7. (b) be in a trouble   8. (b) a crazy person 
 9. (c) fair without any doubt 
B 1. odds and evens   2. ups and downs
 3. a piece of cake    4. pros and cons 

CHAPTER 25
Comprehension

1. A  1. (c) none of these  2. (c) Both (a) and (b)
B 1. There is water around us all the time in form of tiny gas particles, 



known as water vapours. 
2. There are also tiny particles floating around in the air such as salt 

and dust, also known as water vapour. 
3. When the air is cooled, some of the water vapour sticks to the 

aerosols when they collide, this is known as condensation. 
C 1. bumping  2. invisible, visible  
 3. shapes, sizes and textures
2. A 1. (a) Peacock    2. (a) Indian  
   3. (c) three    4. (b) Southeast Asia 
B 1. Peafowl  2. Party  3. Peacock 4. Peahens 
C 1. The food of this bird includes grain, insects, small reptiles, 

mammals, berries, figs, leaves, seeds and flower parts. 
2. Indian Peafowl lives in Southeast Asia and Congo Peafowl live 

in central Africa.
3. The Indian peacock has some of the brightest feathers but the 

peahen is a drab, mottled brown in comparison. 
4. The three types of peafowl in world are- Green, Congo and 

Indian.
3. A o    1. (b) il 2. (a) Egypt 3. (c) 20
 B 1. Species that are in danger of getting extinct. 
 2.  piece of land almost surrounded by water.  A
  C      1. The greatest width of the ocean is between Western Australia 

and eastern coast of Africa that is 1000 km or 620 miles. 
   2. Indian Ocean is bounded by Asia on the North, on the West 

by Africa, on the east by Australia and on the south by the 
Southern Ocean and Antarctica Peninsula. 

   3. The temperature on the Indian ocean depends on the location 
and on the ocean's current.

CHAPTER 26
Paragraph Writing

1. Attending School is Fun
School is not only a place to study, rather a place for children to socialise and 
acknowledge themselves to the real world from the very beginning. It is the 
place form where we learn and understand meaning of teachers and friends. 
Our classmates and friends amuse us. They make our life interesting and 
thrilling. Every student eagerly wait for the school bus not because of 
excitement to study. Rather he/she wants to discuss something with her/his 
friends. We learn to gossip together, play together and also to resolve issues 
without the support of our family. We have ceaseless form of stories to tell. In 
other words you can say that studies are break for fun activities going on 
continuously in classes. There is no boredom. There are matches, tournaments, 



cultural shows, competitions, picnic etc. hich makes the school life more  w
lively, exciting and enjoyable  chool life is something which we can never . S
forget at any cost. 

2. Importance of Politeness in Life
Politeness is a way to represent ourselves and our background infornt of others. 
It adds up to our personalities. A polite person is a person who not only talks but 
also listens to others that too in a pleasing manner. Everybody loves those who 
are peaceful and calm instead of people who are violent and destructive in their 
thinking. One can spend hours talking to a polite person but will avoid to spend 
even minutes with a loud person. Politeness has a power to make a rude person 
po i . The politeness begins at home. We should be polite to our parents and l te
even youngers so that they too learn the habit of being polite. 
A smile and sweet words can do wonders. It removes all stress and tension. 
Obeying others is also a part of being polite. Greeting our elders and youngers 
can also show politeness of our nature. Being polite do not make or depict you 
as a weak person rather it shows how strong you are to handle situations 
calmly. Politeness helps us to become a better person and make our life worthy.

3. My Daily Routine 
Daily routine is the schedule which one follows regularly. I am a student of 
class VII. Everyday I get up early in the morning around 6 'o clock. I make my 
bed and then brush my teeth and wash my face. I then go for a morning walk 
with my father. We enjoy it very much. After returning back home, I go to take 
bath and get ready for my school. My mother serves me breakfast and 
handover lunch to me. Then I go to my bus stop, wait for the school bus and 
reach school. My school is about 20 minutes away from my home. I study and 
enjoy in my school with my friends. I come back home around 2:45 pm in the 
afternoon. I then have my lunch and then sleep for an hour. I go out to play with 
my friends at 5.00 pm in the evening. After coming back home I drink a glass of 
milk. Then I do my school homework as well as self study till 8:30 pm. We 
have dinner around 9:00 pm, till then I watch cartoon on play game on the 
mobile. After this I pack my school bag according to the time table for the next 
day. I go to sleep around 10 pm everyday. This is my daily routine of weekdays. 
Sundays and Saturdays are spent differently. I spend time with my family and 
we go out for fun. 

4. A Magic Show 
Everybody loves to watch magicians doing magic. Especially children of our 
age can never leave a chance to watch a magic show. The way magicians and 
their helpers dress up makes it more exciting and attractive to watch. 
Mostly, people enjoy magic shows on the weekends when they are free and can 
spend time. Every magic show has a ticket which when bought can allow you 
to be part of audience. Everyone eagerly waits for the show to begin. The 
curtains on the stage lifts up and the magician enters. He introduces himself 
and the show begins. They perform many tricks like cutting a person in half, 



tying a rope on someone and helping them escape without touching etc. 
Magicians know the art of illusion very well. They keep on practi ing it and s
keep on adding new tricks in their performances. 
Audience watch it in wonder. The magician is praised by everyone. The 
magician performs his trick so cleverly that the eyes of the spectators fail to 
follow his movements. Seeing a magic show is indeed interesting. 

5. The Monitor  Role in the Class’s
Class monitors are selected by the teachers and students to maintain discipline 
and good order in the classroom. Class monitor is an individual who carries out 
some special duties. All class monitors are assigned to assist every teacher in 
maintaining good order in the class. The top most duty of any class monitor is 
to maintain discipline in the class when teacher is away. When teacher is late or 
absent, it is the responsibility of the class monitor to report to general office 
that no teacher has turned up. Usually, class monitor collects homework and 
also clear board when teacher leaves. Other than the general class duties, there 
are also some moral duties that every class monitor must follow. It is the 
necessity that class monitors should be well disciplined, responsible and 
understanding, they must be the role model for the class. They must set the 
behavioural example for all. They should listen to every problem of the 
students and should be friendly towards all. Their attitude must be humble and 
polite. A class monitor should have great and effective skills of leadership and 
discipline in himself or herself. 

CHAPTER 27
Essay Writing

1. If I had the Power to Change the Past 
If I had the power to change the past I would change the history of our country. I 
would have revived our nation as 'Golden Bird' again. I would have stopped the 
entry of britishers in Indian territory. The harm they caused to us, the ill 
behaviour of them towards the labour of India has totally changed the 
development of our country. Our country would have been prosperous if they 
would have not conquered on us. Britishers ruled India for 200 years. We got 
rid of them in 1947. This fight of independence would not have taken place if 
the britishers never came to India. The blood shed that occured, the loss of life 
all this was because of the British rule. We lost so many freedom fighters just 
for the sake of getting independence. The image of Indians were so poor that 
Indians were barred from holding high office in their own land. The Britishers 
considered us inherently corrupt and untrustworthy. If the British or the East 
India Company had not come for just business and eventually interfered with 
kingdom politics, Mother India would have been a bunch of princely states. 



2. The Best Advice your Mother Gave ouy
The best advice my mother gave me was to remain honest always. She told 
honesty is the best policy. Being honest with people in life saves you from 
chaos of telling lies and misinterpreting things. Being honest help others to 
always trust us and show our real character to them which is enough to let them 
know that we always tell the truth. Being trustworthy help us build a strong 
relationship by assuring others about our trustworthy nature. On the other 
hand, people who are dishonest never get second chance once they tell lie to 
people. It happens because people think that they will always be cheated in 
future by the dishonest person through lots of white lies. Honesty is like a good 
weapon in the life which benefits us through many advantages and it can be 
developed naturally without any cost. Honesty gives us everything expected in 
the life whereas a single lie may ruin our life by raining relationships. Being a 
lie person may lose our all privileges of being trustworthy in the heart of family 
members, friends and other close ones. So following the saying of honesty is 
the best policy in the life is good.

3. A Person you Admire
A person to be admired should be someone who motivates and encourage you 
daily to become successful in life. Therefore, I admire my mother the most. 
She is someone who forgets herself and has no trace of greed and selfishness. 
She is the one who I can look up always for advice and help, since I know it will 
always be good for me. She is smart, wise, ambitious, patient and such a loving 
person. She teaches me to stay positive in every situation and is always on my 
side to motivate and support me in difficult times. Though, she is not always 
strong as she cries when she sees anyone in our family achieving success. This 
shows her boundless love for all of us. My mother is and always be my role 
model as she does so much for me and can do anything to bring happiness on  
our faces. 

3. The Best Gift you have Received 
The best gift I ever got was from God that are my parents. My parents are very 
dear to me. They support me, help me and love me very much. They play the 
biggest role in my life. My parents are my pride and joy. They are most 
precious possession of my life. My parents are special because they are my 
roots that support me at the base of everything. My existence without them is 
impossible. As there can be no present without the past, similarly, I cannot have 
my being without my parents. It is their power the keeps my world stable. They 
earn and work for me. My survival would not be possible without them. My 
very life will come to standstill without them. They give me solace when I am 
hurt. Their loving support gives me strength to face the challenges, dilemmas, 
loneliness and hard times. At times I wonder what my life would be without 
them. They not only brought me to this world, but also ensured each and every 
need of mine be fulfilled and taken care of. They provide me with education. 



They instill in me the values and a strong character. We must respect our 
parents and love them for their invaluable light of love and wisdom in our life. 

5. The Most Beautiful Place I have Ever Seen 
In my summer holidays, I went to Nainital with my parents. The road of 
Nainital was a zig-zag way. There were deep valleys on both sides. The path 
was difficult. It required great skill on the part of driver to drive the bus safely. 
On both the side of the road the scenery and the views of hills were very 
pleasant. There were green trees and deep valleys. We went higher and higher. 
When we reached the city of Nainital we saw mountain peaks covered with 
snow. It was shining beautifully in the sun. The sight filled me with joy and 
wonder. I was pleased to see Nainital in lap of nature. The weather was cool 
and pleasant. The houses were made of stone and the roads were neat and 
clean. There was road all round the lake. There were wooden benches here and 
there. We enjoyed the beautiful sight of the lake. It in the most beautiful place I 
have ever seen. 

CHAPTER 28
Letter Writingand E- Mail 

1. The Principal 
 Neo Public School
 New Delhi

20th February, 20XX

Subject: Permission to appear for terminal exams which had been 
skipped.

Dear Sir
I Anubhav Gupta, of class VI-B, beg you to say that I had skipped my 
terminal exam as I was suffering from measles during exam days so, I 
couldn't appear for exams. Kindly permit me to reappear for my terminal 
exams next week. 
I would be very thankful and obliged to you for your kind act. 
Yours Faithfully
Anubhav Gupta 
VI-B
Roll No. 8

2. From – priyatiwari@gmail.com
 To- monasharma@gmail.com
Subject:  .Inviting to spend vacations with me  
Hi Mona
As the vacations are approaching, I am planning to spend this vacation 
with you. My parents will also be inviting your mother and father. So, we 



will have a great blast this vacations. Reply me for confirmation. 
Priya

3. From – mohanjoshi@gmail.com
 To- rajdeepjoshi@gmail.com
  – Cancellation of Plan Subject
Hi dad
I feel sorry to say that, I will be unable to come home as planned earlier. I 
have my assignment submission next week. But, I promise you to come as 
soon as I get free from submission. 
Mohan

4. C-46
 Sector 29 
 Noida

19  December, 20XXth

Dear Rahul 
Hope this letter finds you in best of your spirits. I received your letter 
yesterday in which you told me that you have no plans as such for Diwali.
This time please come to my place so that we can celebrate Diwali 
together. Also, tell your parents and your sister to accompany you. We all 
will have lots of fun together. We shall also meet our old friends. We will 
enjoy home made sweet dishes made by my mother. We will burn crackers 
and decorate our house too. Do write me when you are coming. I shall 
receive you at the railway station. Convey my regards to all.
Yours ovingly L
Manoj 

5. N-21
Preet vihar 
New Delhi 

24th October, 20XX

Dear Romila
Hope this letter finds you in best of your spirits. Hope you are doning fine 
in your new setup. You left for Mumbai only a month ago, but it feels ages 
since we met. I miss you alot specially when I play ludo.
I wish to meet you next month. We will go to new places that have open up 
here near our house. We have a gaming zone, a new bakery and a new 
shopping mall. When you will come we will go to all these places. I am 
waiting for you and yet have not visited them myself. Do let me know 
when are you coming. Convey my regards to all.
Yours Faithfully
Neha



CHAPTER 29
Story Writing

A
1. Once a horse was tied outside a house. An Afghan stole it. The owner 

complaint to the police. He was caught by the police. The Afghan was 
taken to a court of law. Each one (the Afghan and the real owner of the 
horse) claimed the horse to be his property. The real owner got an idea 
and took a test and threw his shawl on the horses. The owner asked 
Afghan that which eye of the horse was blind. Afghan guessed it to be 
left. The real owner removed the shawl. Everybody found that no eye 
was defective. Afghan failed the test. He was punished and was sent 
to jail. Dishonesty never pays. 

2. An old lady was very badly wounded she also got hurt on her eyes in a 
serious road accident. An eye specialist was called to see her. They 
eye specialist visited her everyday for six months. The bandages of 
the eyes were removed.  

  The lady pretended not to see at all. Her eyes were still not fully cured. 
She found that all the things from her house was stolen and realised 
that doctor took it. After knowing that lady could see doctor returned 
back everything and only took fees from the lady and went away. 

B            1. Tit for Tat 
  The crane and the fox were good friends. They used to share their 

food. One day the crane invited the fox to dinner. The fox was hungry 
and thought that his friend must have arranged good meal for him. 
But when the food was served by the crane, it was in a narrow pot 
which fox couldn't lick and have food. He sat ideally. The fox thanked 
the crane supressing his anger. He also invited the crane next day for 
dinner at his place. The crane thought that it should go early and have 
good food at fox house. The fox received crane and welcomed it. It 
offered a soup in a plate. They looked at each other. The crane sat 
ideally and watched fox having dinner. After the dinner the fox asked 
crane that how was the dinner. The crane said it was fine and really 
enjoyed it. The hungry crane had to return home without dinner. He 
realised its mistakes which it did with the fox. 

2. Greed is a Curse
  One day two cats were fighting with each other for a piece of bread. 

Both of them said that they both should be have a bread equally. They 
decided to distribute equally but were not able to do so. A monkey 
was passing by from there. He noticed the situation and fight of the 
cats. He came near the cats and showed them weighing balance. He 
said that he can distribute the piece of bread equally among the two 
cats. The two cats got happy and thought that monkey would help 
them. The monkey cleverly weighed the bread piece on both the side 



by cutting it into two pieces. He slowly removed bits and weighed. He 
placed the bits in his bags. Slowly, the bread pieces was no more left 
in the weighing balance. The monkey said that the weighing balance 
was not working properly and the bread piece is also no more left and 
went away. The two cats were fooled by the monkey. Their greed was 
a curse to them. 

3. A Stitch in Time Saves Nine  
  Once there was a King. He had a lazy friend called Madhav. One day 

the King said to Madhav that he should work and earn some money. 
Madhav replied that no one gives him a job and his enemies have told 
everyone that he can never do anything on times. The King said to 
Madhav that we can go to his treasury and collect as much value as he 
can till sunset. Madhav got back home and told this news to his wife. 
His wife suggested him to go and get as much as he can. Madhav 
asked his wife for lunch before going. After lunch he took a map for 
an hour. After that he setout for palace. On the way, he felt hot and 
slept under a tree. Two hours later he got up to go. On the way he saw a 
man performing magic so he stood there for an hour. After reaching 
palace, he realised it was sunset and the palace gates were shut. 
Madhav lost golden chance because he did not value time. 

4. Unity is Strength 
  Once there was a farmer who had four sons. They always quarreled 

with one another. This made the farmer unhappy. One day he called 
all the four sons. He gave them each a stick. They were told to break 
it. One by one they tried and broke. Each one broke stick easily. Now, 
the farmer tied a bundle of sticks together and told them to break it. 
Each of the sons tried to break the bundle but failed. The farmer said if 
you remain united like this bundle of sticks no one can harm you. But 
if you stay alone others will take advantage of you. He gave them a 
lesson of unity is strength. 

5. A Friend in Need is a Friend Indeed 
  One day an elephant wandered into a jungle in search of friend. He 

saw a monkey on the tree. Elephant asked monkey to become its 
friend. Monkey said that he was too big and cannot swing trees like 
monkey. Next day the elephant met a rabbit. The elephant asked the 
rabbit to become its friend. The rabbit said that elephant was too big 
and cannot make burrows. Then the elephant met frog and asked it to 
become friend. The frog said that elephant was too big and cannot hop 
like frog. Elephant was upset. A fox appeared. He asked her the same. 
Fox said that he was too big Next day, the elephant noticed that all 
animals were running away. The elephant asked the fox and fox told 
that the lion is trying to kill them. The elephant went to lion and 
pleaded him not to kill. But lion didn't listen. So, the elephant kicked 
lion and he ran away. The elephant was thanked by all the animals and 



became friends with everyone. 

CHAPTER 30
Notice Writing

1.           ANP  SCHOOL  
NOTICE

6th October, 20XX

CONTRIBUTION FOR SCHOOL MAGAZINE
This is to inform all the students that our school is going to publish the 
seventh issue of the annual school magazine 'Glory' this year. You are 
requested to contribute your writing materials in form of poem, articles, 
poster etc. to your respective class teachers before 20th October, 20XX. 
For further queries contact the undersigned.
Mohan 
(Student Editor)

2.        APEEJAY SCHOOL
NOTICE

8th September, 20XX

BLOOD DONATION CAMP
Our school is going to organise a blood donation camp on 20th September, 
20XX in school hall under the supervision of Red Cron Society of India. 
The camp will be inaugrated by our school Principal at 10 am. Students 
and teachers willing to donate blood are requested to give their names to 
the undersigned by 15th September, 20XX. Your blood donation can save 
a life. 
Rohan 
(Secretary of Red Cross Society)

CHAPTER 31
Poster Making 

1. Do it yourself.    2. Do it yourself.

Model Test Paper 1
A 1. Subject - My uncle
  Predicate - is coming from Delhi next week
 2. Subject - Football
  Predicate - is played in every country in the world.
 3. Subject - Raj
  Predicate - brings his dictionary to the class
 4. Subject - A student and a bus driver 



  Predicate - were injured in the accident 
 5. Subject - My friends and I
  Predicate - play cricket in the park everyday.
B 1. My favourite chocolate is Dairy Milk and you can get them at 

M.K. Store. 
2. Mr. and Mrs. Sharma told the boy to deliver Hindustan Times to 

their house every day. 
3.  What day is it today? Its Monday. 
4. Last year, we went to Shimla for our holidays. It was very 

pleasant weather there. 
5. Diwali is sometimes in October, but this year it is in November.

C c a c a1. oncrete  2. bstract  3. oncrete  4. bstract
 a c5. bstract  6. oncrete 
D 1. Either  2. either  3. each   4. Each 
 5. any 
E 1. much  2. many  3. many   4. much 
 5. many
F 1. been  2. feed   3. fall  4. went 
 5. was
G 1. Mary does not have an expensive car. 
 2. These diamonds do not cost a lot of money.
 3. Some insects do not carry serious diseases. 
 4. I do not like eggs. 
 5. We do not get wool from sheep.

Model Test Paper 2
A 1. Coordinating   2.  Subordinating   3. Coordinating 
 4. Subordinating   5.  Subordinating 
B 1. (a) would  2. (c) have to  3. (d) would  4. (d) could
 5. (b) could 
C 1. Passive  2. Active  3. Active   4. Active 
 5. Passive 
D 1. Raman told that he had bought a pen the previous day. 
 2. Rohan told that he eats a mango every day. 
 3. Jenny told that he was going to the church. 
 4. Deepak told that he has completed his assignment. 
 5. Dhiraj said that he shall go to Canada the coming month. 
E 1. Ajay is a student. 
 2. The trees take in carbon dioxide
 3. This is an egg which I want to eat. 
 4. The players play cricket. 
F 1. from Jorhat     2. in need



 3. a low voice     4. with white skin
 5. without any inhabitants

Model Test Paper 3
A      1. Imperative  2. Exclamatory  3. Interrogative 
    4. Declarative  5. Imperative 
B 1. My favourite chocolate is Dairy Milk and you can get them at 

M.K. store. 
2. Mr. and Mrs. Sharma told the boy to deliver Hindustan Times to 

their house every day. 
3. What day is it today? It's Monday. 
4. Last year, we went to Shimla for our holidays. It was very 

pleasant weather there. 
5. Diwali is sometimes in October, but this year it is in November.

C 1. scarcity 2. silence  3. decision  
 4. replacement  5. description 
D 1. He is confident that he will win the match. 
 2. Nobody knows what is the reason of his failure. 
 3. I hope that I will be there on time. 
 4. I predict that the weather will change. 
E (i)      1. (a) Peacock  2. (a) Indian  3. (c) three
  4. (b) Southeast Asia 
 (ii)       1. Peafowl 2. Party  3. Peacock 4. Peahens 
  (iii)      1. The food of this bird include grain, insects, small reptiles, 

mammals, berries, figs, leaves, seeds and flower parts. 
2. Indian Peafowl lives in Southeast Asia and Congo Peafowl lives 

in Central Asia. 
3. The Indian peacock has some of the brightest feathers but the 

peahen is a drab, mottled brown in comparison. 
4. The three types of Peafowl are Indian, Green and Congo. 






